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IntroductionIntroduction

Secretary Secretary RumsfeldRumsfeld: : 
“Preparing for the future will require us to think “Preparing for the future will require us to think 
differently and develop the kinds of forces and differently and develop the kinds of forces and 
capabilities that can adapt quickly to new capabilities that can adapt quickly to new 
challenges and to unexpected circumstances”challenges and to unexpected circumstances”[1][1]

[1] Cable News Network. “[1] Cable News Network. “RumsfeldRumsfeld Presses for More Agile Military”. January 31 2002. Presses for More Agile Military”. January 31 2002. 
http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/01/31/rumsfeld.speech/?relatedhttp://www.cnn.com/2002/US/01/31/rumsfeld.speech/?related

http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/01/31/rumsfeld.speech/?related
http://www.cnn.com/2002/US/01/31/rumsfeld.speech/?related
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Agility of C2 ProcessAgility of C2 Process

Definition: quick and graceful in movement; nimbleDefinition: quick and graceful in movement; nimble
In a military context: the ability to be effective in In a military context: the ability to be effective in 
changing, nonlinear, uncertain, and unpredictable changing, nonlinear, uncertain, and unpredictable 
environments environments 
Agility is a property of both force elements and C2 Agility is a property of both force elements and C2 
processesprocesses

Force elements cannot be effective without agile C2Force elements cannot be effective without agile C2
C2 processes cannot be effective without an agile forceC2 processes cannot be effective without an agile force

Agility always assumes effectivenessAgility always assumes effectiveness
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Agility: Attributes and DefinitionsAgility: Attributes and Definitions

Robustness:Robustness:
the ability to maintain effectiveness across a range of the ability to maintain effectiveness across a range of 
tasks, situations, and conditionstasks, situations, and conditions

Resilience:Resilience:
the ability to recover from or adjust to misfortune or the ability to recover from or adjust to misfortune or 
damagedamage
the ability to degrade gracefully under attack or as a the ability to degrade gracefully under attack or as a 
result of partial failureresult of partial failure

Responsiveness:Responsiveness:
ability to react to a change in the environment in a ability to react to a change in the environment in a 
timely mannertimely manner
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Agility: Attributes and DefinitionsAgility: Attributes and Definitions

Flexibility:Flexibility:
the ability to identify multiple ways to succeed the ability to identify multiple ways to succeed 
the capacity to move seamlessly between themthe capacity to move seamlessly between them

InnovationInnovation
the ability to do new things the ability to do new things 
the ability to do old things in new waysthe ability to do old things in new ways

AdaptivenessAdaptiveness::
the ability to change the work processthe ability to change the work process
the ability to change the organizationthe ability to change the organization
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ApproachApproach

Case Study MethodologyCase Study Methodology
Based on work of Dr. Robert Yin on case study design Based on work of Dr. Robert Yin on case study design 
and methodsand methods

Definition/ProblemDefinition/Problem
Design of case studyDesign of case study
Data collectionData collection
Data analysisData analysis
ReportingReporting

Important to keep a case study in the context of when Important to keep a case study in the context of when 
it occurredit occurred
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Why Why GuderianGuderian??

Revolution in military affairsRevolution in military affairs
First major use of maneuver warfareFirst major use of maneuver warfare
Parallels “transformation”Parallels “transformation”

Abundance of dataAbundance of data
Primary and secondary sourcesPrimary and secondary sources
Previous studiesPrevious studies
New material released (communications, daily logs, after New material released (communications, daily logs, after 
action reports)action reports)

Many different representations of Agility throughout Many different representations of Agility throughout 
the operationthe operation
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Case Study BackgroundCase Study Background

The War Started in 1939The War Started in 1939
The Advance into France was not a surpriseThe Advance into France was not a surprise
The Blitzkrieg tactics were seen beforeThe Blitzkrieg tactics were seen before

Guderian is seen as the father of the BlitzkriegGuderian is seen as the father of the Blitzkrieg
Tank exercises were conducted since the early 1920’sTank exercises were conducted since the early 1920’s
Strategy was old, the tactics were newStrategy was old, the tactics were new
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Agility: RobustnessAgility: Robustness

RobustnessRobustness
the ability to maintain effectiveness across a range of the ability to maintain effectiveness across a range of 
tasks, situations, and conditionstasks, situations, and conditions

Example using Guderian and XIX CorpsExample using Guderian and XIX Corps
XIX Corps was XIX Corps was robustrobust in the fact they were able to in the fact they were able to 
achieve their goals while advancing through the achieve their goals while advancing through the 
difficult, and uncertain terrain in the Ardennes, difficult, and uncertain terrain in the Ardennes, 
during the river crossing, and effective maneuver during the river crossing, and effective maneuver 
after crossing. after crossing. 
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Agility: ResilienceAgility: Resilience

ResilienceResilience
the ability to recover from or adjust to misfortune or the ability to recover from or adjust to misfortune or 
damagedamage
the ability to degrade gracefully under attack or as a the ability to degrade gracefully under attack or as a 
result of partial failureresult of partial failure

Example using Guderian and the XIX CorpsExample using Guderian and the XIX Corps
They were They were resilientresilient by being able to bounce back by being able to bounce back 
after the 2nd panzer was delayed then moved to a after the 2nd panzer was delayed then moved to a 
supporting role of the 10th armored.supporting role of the 10th armored.
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Agility: ResponsivenessAgility: Responsiveness

ResponsivenessResponsiveness
ability to react to a change in the environment in a ability to react to a change in the environment in a 
timely mannertimely manner

Example using Guderian and the XIX CorpsExample using Guderian and the XIX Corps
They were They were responsiveresponsive by rapidly reacting to a by rapidly reacting to a 
developing threatening situation on the southern developing threatening situation on the southern 
flank.flank.
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Agility: FlexibilityAgility: Flexibility

FlexibilityFlexibility
the ability to identify multiple ways to succeed the ability to identify multiple ways to succeed 
the capacity to move seamlessly between themthe capacity to move seamlessly between them

Example using Guderian and the XIX CorpsExample using Guderian and the XIX Corps
They were They were flexibleflexible by identifying five different by identifying five different 
locations for river crossings, were able to exploit locations for river crossings, were able to exploit 
three, and able to adjust accordingly on the opposite three, and able to adjust accordingly on the opposite 
bank.  bank.  
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Agility: InnovationAgility: Innovation

InnovationInnovation
the ability to do new things the ability to do new things 
the ability to do old things in new waysthe ability to do old things in new ways

Example using Guderian and the XIX CorpsExample using Guderian and the XIX Corps
Using armor at the forefront supported by infantry Using armor at the forefront supported by infantry 
was was innovativeinnovative
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Agility: Agility: AdaptivenessAdaptiveness

AdaptivenessAdaptiveness
the ability to change the work processthe ability to change the work process
the ability to change the organizationthe ability to change the organization

Example using Guderian and the XIX CorpsExample using Guderian and the XIX Corps
During the crossing, they were During the crossing, they were adaptiveadaptive by moving by moving 
the Panzers to a supporting role, and then as they the Panzers to a supporting role, and then as they 
crossed, immediately back to the primary role the crossed, immediately back to the primary role the 
German doctrine supported.German doctrine supported.
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What’s Next?What’s Next?

We need to recognize and measure AgilityWe need to recognize and measure Agility
Quantitative and qualitative metricsQuantitative and qualitative metrics

Establish a baseline for further researchEstablish a baseline for further research
Continue exploration of attributes of Agility Continue exploration of attributes of Agility 
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